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Dear valued InvestSoc member,

This is the first edition of the revived

InvestSoc Times quarterly publication, and

we are so pleased to be able to bring it back

to our members after a year-long hiatus! This

publication was founded to introduce a

platform where we could engage with our

members and start conversations that reach

far beyond our events. 

It is also an opportunity for members’

opinions to be shared and to inform readers of

interesting developments in the financial and

socio-political space so as to keep them up to

date with the state of the world and how it is

changing. I would like to thank the editorial

team, Luke Bales, Pabatso Titus and every

contributor towards this edition for their

exceptional efforts in putting it together. We

hope you find food for thought and a

captivating read between the pages of this

issue.
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Letter from the President 



 Magda Wierzycka, an anti-corruption activist
and South Africa’s richest woman in 2019
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After being born in Poland and having to move to Austria in 1982 due to the gradual economic

collapse of Poland, you then moved to South Africa in 1983. You went to Pretoria Girls High

School before studying Actuarial Science at UCT because it was the only degree for which you

could get a bursary. 

That is quite an upbringing. How do you think your formative years fed into where you are

today, and specifically, how did your passion and ability with respect to finance come about?

I had a non-linear upbringing with a fair amount of hardship. Overnight we were told we were

leaving Poland, our home, where we left all our belongings. We ended up in a grim-looking

refugee camp now used for Syrian refugees in Austria. We then moved to South Africa when my

parents were in their early 40’s and had to start working. Their first salary paid for knives and

forks and the second salary for beds and matrasses. There was not a lot of focus on us as

children, and I didn’t initially want to go into finance. I successfully applied for a bursary to study

Actuarial Science, paying for everything including accommodation, tuition, living allowance, but

most importantly it gave me the opportunity to do holiday work. This is what got me into finance.

There were no such things as financial services in Poland. Whatever money you earned you put

into a bank account which earned no interest. There were no such thing as loans, investments or

financial sophistication. Even today people still place money into the bank and apply for a

government pension fund to pay them upon retirement. This is what exposed me to the industry

and after not knowing how to work a computer, I moved to the investments industry after seeing

that the investment team at the insurance company I worked for had the nicest offices. So I didn’t

have a financial background before choosing finance as a career path, finance chose me.
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As a business executive who is vocal both in the political space and private sector, your openness

to be critical of state departments is very rare and is something people tend to avoid. Some people

laude your efforts, and others question them.

Why do you think it is important for you to speak out on these issues, and do you think other

business figures are fulfilling their responsibilities of holding state departments accountable with

respect to poor performance or practice?

I think that being in a privileged position with my own company gave me the flexibility to speak out because I was

not really accountable to anyone. Nowadays, senior executives are contracted employees elected by boards of

directors which implicitly places limits on their actions and freedom without the risk of being fired.

My background also has to do with why I speak out. I was brought up in communist Poland where there was a false

assumption of social equality. Corruption meant that some were treated very different to others. When I came to

South Africa, I experienced inequality on a much greater scale than anything I had seen before. I then lived through

the 80’s and 90’s when Nelson Mandela came into power, when I started observing this concept of hope and

excitement. This maintained until Jacob Zuma came into power, when hope started declining. 

I could see the South African economy in a downward spiral with its inequality increasing which, alongside poverty,

basic education and other matter, should have been addressed. I was seeing all the potential we had throughout

the 1990’s disappear and felt like I was in a position to speak out because it was the morally correct thing to do.

What advice would you give to someone in our position in our career where we are about to finish

a degree, are still trying to figure ourselves out and are about to start working and building a

career?

I always look back to how I got to where I am now and identify what it was that enabled me to be

successful. These were the strategic decisions that I made that became very important building blocks of

my career: early on in your career, don’t focus on the money. Gather as much experience as possible,

learn from every single position you have and actively look to do every single job that nobody else wants

to do. At Coronation I put my hand up for every opportunity, even positions I had no idea how to do. I talk

about those year as being my mini-MBA and how they put me in very good stead where I had experience

in every aspect of a company.



As the old age saying goes, ‘prevention is better than cure’. However, when it comes

to Covid-19 the world was given little to no chance to prepare beforehand. Now that

the virus and has been studied, multiple organisations are working towards the

development of infection prevention mechanisms through the establishment of

vaccines. 

South Africa’s government aims at achieving herd immunity by having 67% of the

country’s population vaccinated by 2021. 

In December of 2020, the 4 types of Covid-19 vaccines that were available of which

South Africa was looking into, were: The Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine, The Moderna

vaccine, The Johnson & Johnson vaccine and the Oxford-Astrozenca vaccine. All

these vaccines have different efficiencies and different combinations of side-effects (if

any). As it stands, The Johnson & Johnson vaccine is being rolled out (outside of

clinical trials) to frontline healthcare workers. It will further be distributed in phases to

essential workers, people over 60 and adults over 18 with comorbidities. Thereafter,

all other individuals over 18 years of age will be vaccinated.
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 The question however is, will all these efforts to get the

South African population vaccinated also assist in

recovering the economy which has shrunk by 7%? The

medical benefits of vaccinating the country are

undeniable, but it begs the question of whether this could

be a chance at hitting two birds with one stone. Before

delving into the answer to that question, there are

currently several issues with the distribution and

vaccination process.

The first challenge is the availability of vaccinations

followed by the slow rate at which vaccination is taking

place. A recently developed online calculator established

by local data journalists indicates that at the current rate

5910 doses of vaccine administration per day, it would

take over 18 years to reach the government’s target of

herd immunity. It is however anticipated that the rollout

programme will become faster as the phases progress.

Should this rate not increase, the working force which

drives the South African economy might be hindered from

fully partaking in recovering the economy. South Africa

may even become less attractive to international investors

who aim to venture in industrial projects for the fear of

possible health instability in the workers.

The second challenge that faces reaching herd  immunity

on time is vaccine hesitancy. Several South Africans have

indicated their apprehensiveness towards taking any form

of Covid-19 vaccine before seeing it withstand the test of

time. This alone means it may not be business as usual for

quite some time.

Whether or not these challenges will be resolved is yet to

be seen. But should they be resolved, the participants in

the growth and sustainability of the South African

economy might just be able to contribute fully towards

economic recovery through conducting business without

fear of contracting the virus.
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Progressive legislation? An inclusive U.S? Aggressive COVID-19 relief? Reversal of former President Donald Trump’s

administration? This is what the inauguration of President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris entailed on 20

January 2021. President Joe Biden is the 46th president of the U.S, alongside him Kamala Harris who is the first black

female vice president in U.S history.

America is likely to experience a tidal wave of new policy under Biden’s administration. All legislative priorities must pass

through Senate requiring votes from both the Democrats and Republicans to advance the legislation. Biden vowed to

bring about change while in office which includes but not limited to COVID-19 relief, environmental policy, housing,

immigration laws, and health care.

COVID-19

Biden was sworn into office with clear intentions to combat the

coronavirus. The seriousness of the coronavirus, which has over

124 000 000 confirmed cases and over 2 742 000 deaths globally

as at 25 March 2021, was downplayed and conspired by Trump.

Biden says controlling and providing relief to the economy and

Americans is top priority. Almost every state in the U.S is

significantly down from its 2020 February employment levels; 27

states have lost more than 5% in jobs and 33 states have lost more

jobs than they did during the Great Recession. Job losses have

caused low wage industries to lose more jobs than high wage

industries. 49 states’ economies have shrunk during the first three

quarters of 2020, with GDP declines between 0.2% and 8.8% .

Biden proposes to introduce a $1.9 trillion COVID-19 relief

package for seamless and fair distribution and access of the

vaccine and resuscitating the economy. In this package is $20

billion for the national vaccine program, $1400 stimulus package,

and a $400 unemployment insurance supplement plan. This

seems a tad bit expensive for some Republicans however Biden

countered back saying “I know what I just described does not

come cheaply. But failure to do so will cost us dearly.” 
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Bidenstration “Joe, are we doing it?”

Business support

The $1.9 trillion package includes grants to support

small businesses. It is more specific in their targeted

funds: $25 billion for restaurants and bars, $15 billion

for airlines and an additional separate $8 billion for

airport, $3 billion for aerospace manufacturing, and $

1.5 billion for Amtrak (The National Railroad

Passenger Corporation).

Environment

Trump was a skeptic on matters relating to climate

change. Under Trump a lot of policy rollbacks

occurred to ease environmental and climate

regulations and restrictions, as a result negatively

impacting everything from air & water quality, and

wildlife. Biden has vowed to reverse Trump’s

administration and introduce his own policy to fight

against “an existential threat to our very survival”.

This will be done with his executive powers. Biden

said the U.S would rejoin the Paris Agreement where

Trump previously withdrew from. The Paris

Agreement is a global initiative pledged five years

ago among hundreds of nations to mitigate and

combat climate change . 

Written by Pabatso Titus

Source: https://www.spiegel.de/international/world/end-of-an-era-joe-biden-sets-out-to-make-america-great-again-a-56829f65-9989-4313-
8cc3-624aeb49d8d0-amp

 

https://www.spiegel.de/international/world/end-of-an-era-joe-biden-sets-out-to-make-america-great-again-a-56829f65-9989-4313-8cc3-624aeb49d8d0-amp


Housing

Massive job losses brought about a cloud of uncertainty

over housing security. Biden will call on Congress to

pass a protection and financial relief to those at risk of

losing their homes. Biden plans to provide a refundable

tax credit of up to $15000 that will aid Americans pull

down payments for housing. Several steps to eradicate

systemic racism that hindered people of colour to

purchase homes, including onerous interest rate that

resulted in a lot of people falling behind on installments.

This is a reversal to Trump’s administration when Ben

Carson, Department of Housing and Urban

Development and secretary, suspended the

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing Rule . 

Health

Affordable Care Act (ACA). Biden intends to raise

subsidies for Americans to aid them purchase coverage

through ACA marketplaces. Stating that no family will

have to spend more than 8.5% of household income on

health coverage. The Biden administration says it will

lower the prices of prescriptions to negotiate drug

prices and access.  

Immigration 

“Build that wall!” Trump’s campaign leveraged off

promising a border wall and tough immigration laws. It

was projected that Trump’s immigration laws would

bring down legal immigration by 49% by 2021. Wow.

Biden has vowed to reverse most of the policies and

restrictions. It may take more years beyond his term to

reverse Trump’s immigration policies on asylum,

Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA), family

separations, Immigration and Customs Enforcement

(ICE) raids, private detention and more.  
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Historically intra-African trade has been a very small percentage of

total African trade, standing at less than 18%. This is low in

comparison to the continental trade of Europe (69%), Asia (59%)

and North America (31%). Several African businesses experience

higher tariffs when they export within the continent as opposed to

trading with the rest of the world. The African Continental Free

Trade Area (AfCFTA) aims to change this by creating a single

African market of over 1 billion consumers in 55 countries and an

integrated market total GDP of over $3 trillion.

The AfCFTA is set to overcome the main barriers to trade between

African countries which include low productive capacities, poor

trade logistics and infrastructures as well as a lack of economic

diversification. Operations to make Africa the largest free trade

area in the world commenced on 1 January 2021 with the first

phase focusing on the liberalization of goods and services and the

second phase covering protocols on competition policy and

intellectual property rights as well as investment. The agreement

commits countries to remove tariffs on 90% of goods and open

trade beyond the traditional scope to reach into services,

investments and e-commerce over a number of years. It is

estimated that intra-African trade will increase to over 50% by

2040.
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Africa’s Economic Game Changer
Written by Chantel Maina

An African initiative driven by
African nations: Could the African
Continental Free Trade Area be
the key to the continent’s growth?

Source: Canva



 Regional trade will benefit nations by boosting economic growth – mainly through

the creation of job opportunities, the expanding of markets and the improvement

of investment opportunities – increasing the volume of trade, and improving the

quality and variety of available goods. The change in the price of goods, however,

is not instantaneous. The process of lowering import taxes is still underway as

countries publish their specific tariff changes and finalise their customs processes.

Once the tax reduction takes places and prices indeed start to fall, countries like

Kenya can look forward to more affordable fresh fruit imports from South Africa

(which currently has a 25% tariff in the case of oranges) and more exports to

Nigeria (which currently imports flowers from the Netherlands despite Kenya being

a major exporter).

Major setbacks in the progress of this agreement include the great reliance of

some countries on import duty revenue and the criteria needed to establish the

national source of a product. In 2018, 44 countries had signed the deal and 36

have since ratified it. This includes Africa’s major economies: South Africa, Kenya,

Nigeria and Ghana. The success of the AfCFTA will depend on the ability of each

participating state to implement policy reform and measures to facilitate trade.

2021 is set to be a defining year as countries prepare to benefit from the

agreement and the African continent continues its path to increasing its share of

prosperity brought on by globalization.
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Written by Luke Bales

Source: https://www.timeslive.co.za/ideas/2021-02-25-opinion-budget-2021-what-we-
as-individuals-need-to-know/

In a year that required two supplementary budgets to

tackle a fast-moving and volatile economy, Tito

Mboweni delivered a sentiment-friendly Budget

Speech in February following the State of the Nation

Address (SoNA). After the Rand reached a 14-month

record of R14.38/$ on the day of the speech, the

realisation of debt levels offset gains made to date.

While there seemed to be a delayed response to the

information, it appears there is light at the end of the

tunnel.

 

That light comes in the form of improved sentiment

regarding credit ratings downgrades. Following the

Budget Speech, debt to GDP is projected at a flatter

trajectory than previously forecast, peaking at 89% of

GDP in 2025 where it was once forecast to exceed

100% of GDP. Pundits are sceptical of this, however,

after an updated tax revenue forecast for the 2020/21

fiscal year of R1.21 trillion, R213 billion less than 2020’s

forecast representing the largest tax collection shortfall

in our country’s history. In response, an amount of R3

billion has been allocated to an additional unit

responsible for tax collection from high net-worth

individuals, a significant allocation.

For the people

The Finance Minister treated individuals and

companies with various tax relief schemes.

Personal income tax brackets saw an above-

inflation adjustment of 5%, increasing total

household savings by R2.2 billion. In addition,

rebates were increased above inflation.

Furthermore, the Finance Minister announced his

intention to reduce the company tax rate from 28%

to 27%. The underlying substance of this is a

meaningful statement of intent to encourage

investment.

On the flip side, the section 12J tax incentive

scheme, allowing investors to deduct the full

amount of their investment in small to medium-

size enterprises (SMEs) from their taxable income,

will cease to exist from June 2021.

 



 Operation Vulindlela

Tito Mboweni mentioned in his speech that “structural weaknesses limit the

rate at which our economy can grow.” Constructed as a joint initiative by the

National Treasury and the President’s office, Operation Vulindlela aims to

achieve structural economic reforms and unleash South Africa’s economic

growth potential. In addition, an Economic Reconstruction and Recovery Plan

has been implemented, focussing on four primary interventions:

1. Massive infrastructure rollout throughout the country

2. Massive increase in local production

3. Employment stimulus to support livelihoods and create jobs

4. Rapid expansion of energy generation capacity

Each of these pillars were addressed at the State of the Nation Address (SoNA)

in February: capital commitments worth R800 billion have been made towards

infrastructure projects; two major human settlement projects providing homes

to 68,000 households in the Gauteng province have been launched, and

generation of 14,000MW of energy in addition to the country’s existing capacity

of 58,000MW will soon be initiated through external bidding and renewable

energy projects. Despite this work, Eskom states that without additional

capacity, there will be a 5000MW supply shortfall over the next five years as

coal-fired power stations (comprising 80% of South Africa’s energy mix) reach

their end of life.

While the Finance Minister presented a promising Budget Speech and the

President addressed critical hallmarks of our country’s development, the

ultimate success of their plans will depend on the achievement of objectives set

out as well as structural reforms.
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The Budget, Let’s Judge It

1.https://www.news24.com/fin24/markets/currencies/rand-
strengthens-slightly-on-the-back-of-mbowenis-covid-19-era-
budget-speech-20210224 [2021, March 10]
2.
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/National%20Budget/20
21/
3. https://www.gov.za/state-nation-address
4. https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/economy/2021-02-24-
read-in-full-tito-mbowenis-2021-budget-speech/
 

Will vaccinating South Africa revive the economy?

1. https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/sa-to-vaccinate-
67-of-population-to-achieve-herd-immunity-mkhize/
2. https://sacoronavirus.co.za/2020/12/21/your-guide-to-
covid-19-vaccines/
3. https://www.news24.com/fin24/economy/just-in-the-
sa-economy-shrunk-by-7-in-2020-
20210309#:~:text=The%20SA%20economy%20contract
ed%20by%207%25%20during%202020%2C%20as%20e
xpected,19%20pandemic%20on%20economies%20worl
dwide.&text=%22According%20to%20the%20latest%20
preliminary,2019%2C%22%20Stats%20SA%20said.
4. https://www.businessinsider.co.za/new-online-
vaccination-calculator-shows-how-long-it-will-take-sa-to-
reach-herd-immunity-2021-3

 https://www.bls.gov/covid19/effects-of-covid-19-pandemic-on-
productivity-and-costs-statistics.htm
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/biden-cbs-trump-covid-19-
response-worse-than-thought-2021-2 
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-56019033 
https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/biden-
administration-promises-focus-environmental-justice-76164674 
https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/biden-
administration-promises-focus-environmental-justice-76164674 
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/27/biden-healthcare-plan-
insurance-benefits.html 
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/02/18/us/joe-biden-news 

Bidenstration “Joe, are we doing it?”

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Africa’s Economic Game Changer

 1.https://www.brookings.edu/research/intra-african-
trade-a-path-to-economic-diversification-and-inclusion/
 2. https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/january-
2021/afcfta-africa-now-open-business
 3. https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/analysis/game-
changer-new-trade-deal-lays-groundwork-acceleration-
integration-and-intra-0
 4. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-55334345

https://www.news24.com/fin24/markets/currencies/rand-strengthens-slightly-on-the-back-of-mbowenis-covid-19-era-budget-speech-20210224%20%5b2021
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/National%20Budget/2021/
https://www.businesslive.co.za/bd/economy/2021-02-24-read-in-full-tito-mbowenis-2021-budget-speech/
https://www.sabcnews.com/sabcnews/sa-to-vaccinate-67-of-population-to-achieve-herd-immunity-mkhize/
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/2020/12/21/your-guide-to-covid-19-vaccines/
https://www.news24.com/fin24/economy/just-in-the-sa-economy-shrunk-by-7-in-2020-20210309#:~:text=The%20SA%20economy%20contracted%20by%207%25%20during%202020%2C%20as%20expected,19%20pandemic%20on%20economies%20worldwide.&text=%22According%20to%20the%20latest%20preliminary,2019%2C%22%20Stats%20SA%20said
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/new-online-vaccination-calculator-shows-how-long-it-will-take-sa-to-reach-herd-immunity-2021-3
https://www.bls.gov/covid19/effects-of-covid-19-pandemic-on-productivity-and-costs-statistics.htm
https://www.businessinsider.co.za/biden-cbs-trump-covid-19-response-worse-than-thought-2021-2
https://www.bbc.com/news/business-56019033
https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/biden-administration-promises-focus-environmental-justice-76164674
https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/wireStory/biden-administration-promises-focus-environmental-justice-76164674
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/01/27/biden-healthcare-plan-insurance-benefits.html
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/02/18/us/joe-biden-news
https://www.brookings.edu/research/intra-african-trade-a-path-to-economic-diversification-and-inclusion/
https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/january-2021/afcfta-africa-now-open-business
https://oxfordbusinessgroup.com/analysis/game-changer-new-trade-deal-lays-groundwork-acceleration-integration-and-intra-0
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-55334345
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I am in my 3rd year of a Bachelor of Business

Science in Actuarial Science and I am

dedicated to all things related to driving our

continent forward. I am passionate about

Africa and the contributions that every African

can make to the continent earning its share of

prosperity on the global stage.

Fhatani Netshirembe 

 

I am currently persuing a Bachelor of science in

Engineering degree specializing in

Mechatronics. I took an interest in InvestSoc

Times with the objective of serving the

InvestSoc community through informed

research and publishing.

Pabatso Titus 

 

I am currently a final year Bachelor of

Business Science student specializing in

Finance with Accounting. I strive towards

being constantly informed about and

engaging with affairs across the globe

because everything affects us, one way or

another, and we drive change by being well

informed.

 

Luke Bales

 

I am a final year Bachelor of Business

Science student specializing in Finance with

Accounting. Possessing a natural interest in

business, I strive to comprehensively

understand the global economic machine

by means of thorough research and analysis

in the fast-changing Information Age that we

find ourselves in.

 

 


